The spatial filtering method of particle velocity measurement based on linear electrostatic sensor matrix.
An electrostatic sensor is a powerful tool for measuring flow parameters of gas-solid flow. In this study, a linear electrostatic sensor matrix (LESM) is designed to measure local particle average velocity within pipeline. The 3D simulation model of the LESM is built, and its spatial filtering effect is analyzed by the finite element method. The quantitative relational expression between peak frequency of the LESM and particle velocity is obtained. Then, the LESM-based particle velocimeter is further developed and its performance is verified on a gravity transport test rig. Simulation and experimental results demonstrate that the measurement method is capable of eliminating the effect of particle size and particle spatial position on velocity measurement and measuring velocity with a relative error not greater than 7.5%, while the standard deviation of the consecutive velocity measurement is within ±9.96% over the velocity range of 2.34-4.75 m/s.